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The forest in the drawer
herbaceous con-
densation

knowing is chain well adjusted:
living reasons
the saw, reasons the
measure
of dissection & division.

Felled the tree,
green unwilding

untidy laminate
— pollen & seed — 
manufactured

this boxed figuration.
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when —

sintering & barbless
confinement beads the heart,
where —

night brings its buses, the emptying
its torn fabrics & limping

O hunger
this again alights

the chaining tree
how it beckons
destruction
angled
on the slope

the stripping fence
cedars, waxwings
in bough
gracious what streams
the dimmest sound
fairest
buffered sea oats & bluestem
but sloshes
with my ungainly hoof
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Jan 02 CHILE Fire Destroys Homes above Chilean Port City

Jan 12 INDONESIA Choppers Sent to Fight Forest Fires in Riau

Jan 18 KENYA Fire Breaks out Afresh in Aberdare National Forest

Jan 19 CHILE Fires Threaten Vineyards in Colchagua Valley

Jan 22 AUSTRALIA Firies Prepare for Long Night in Yuraygir NP

Jan 26 CHILE Nine Dead in Chile’s Forest Fires

Jan 26 INDIA Wildfire Doused in Nagarahole Forest

Jan 29 PAKISTAN Wildfire in Azad Kashmir Destroys Entire Market

Feb 02 SOUTH AFRICA Wildfire Rages in the Hawequas Mountains

Feb 05 CHILE Just 50 Forest Fires Now Burning Govt Says

Feb 06 INDIA Fire in Sikkim’s Famb0ng Lho Wildlife Sanctuary

Feb 07 CHINA Wildfire Burns Forest in Ngaba’s Dzoege

Feb 09 COLOMBIA Authorities Fight Six Forest Fires

Feb 17 AUSTRALIA Firefighters Injured in Fast-Moving Fire

Feb 17 NEW ZEALAND More Than 1400 Fire Evacuees Able to Return

Feb 18 INDIA Wildfire Devastates Mudumalai Tiger Reserve

Feb 19 UNITED STATES Crews Contain Fire that Burned about 600 Acres

Feb 19 INDIA Officials Struggle to Put out Fire at Bandipur Forest

Feb 22 CHILE Wildfires Continue in Chile

Feb 22 INDIA 1000 Hectares of Trees Burnt at Seshachalam Forest

Feb 25 UNITED STATES 18 Fires Intentionally Set in North Carolina

Feb 27 INDIA Madugani Forest Fire Wipes out Acres of Teak

Mar 01 INDIA Kali Tiger Reserve Bears Brunt of Fire

Mar 05 UNITED STATES Forest Fires Break out in Eastern Kentucky

Mar 06 UNITED STATES 1500-Acre Fire Burning in Picayune Strand, Florida

Mar 06 INDIA Fire Destroys 10,000 Acres of Forest in Mudigere

Mar 07 UNITED STATES Fire Started in Amarillo, 90% Contained 

Mar 08 UNITED STATES Wildfires Burn 1 Million Acres, Taking 7 Lives

Mar 08 UNITED STATES Brush Fire Shuts Down Part of Alligator Alley

Mar 09 BHUTAN 200 Acres of Forest Destroyed by Fire at Yangnyer

Mar 11 KENYA Fire Destroys 50 Hectares of Menengai Forest

Some Burning : 2017
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One: A Wild Tender

wild roses stern-
hipped — fieldfare

field-edged &
clamber

O pinch scarlet, this giving

let (( pleasing

immemorial tho what
I said was just

this once always shifted
always
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& so loved 

the mortar
of this world ( flakes )

to be unheld
— accursed

& lo 
& lo

teeters ( the cart )
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Five: Stern & Mourn

the belly of the whale
is mournful

[ night ]

O pitch burr,
O little thorns

O soot on the needles & sashes
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the shearling
sea, fits 

& starts any remonstrance

tho
a filthy memory

unknotting — reticence 
& the off-season

( abashing
what was green, then

as always, song
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The roof, the roof, the roof is on fire
(We don’t need no water, let the motherfucker burn)

(Burn, motherfucker, burn)

 — Rock Master Scott and The Dynamic Three, 1984

Summer is an awkward season in Seattle. Short and intensely lived, 
routines get askew from the long days and everyone suddenly 
social. It feels as if the city takes a collective sigh of relief when 
the fall rains begin. They begin later and later it seems.

These poems came in two bursts, during the unusually long 
summer of 2017. The first, in which smoke from fires in British 
Columbia created a type of oppressive no-weather. Neither sunny 
nor cloudy, not blue or gray, just hot and uncomfortable, for weeks 
on end. The air growing more and more unbreathable. The second, 
on a surprisingly hot morning in early September, when I woke 
to soot pelting me as I lay in front of a window fan and to find 
our entire house filled with forests from hundreds of miles away. 
This is our future. I understood then I’d been writing about fire 
all summer. And it was then I started thinking about forestry 
school again.

G

I didn’t exactly fail Dendrology, but it did what it was meant to 
do — made me reconsider what I was doing in forestry school. 
Thirty years on, I can still picture the specimen room in its 60s 
woodland veneer and drawer after wide drawer of well-worn wood 
blocks, the silent remove of the green world pressed and dried. Not 
a professor, not a pal’s name, just this one room and the afternoons 
trying to grasp the patterns and details.

How did I ever end up in forestry school with only the vagu-
est sense of what a true forest might be? A simplistic reading of 
Walden? A naive sense of stewardship? A romantic notion of 
mountain striding? Perhaps any of these I would have enthused 
on at eighteen. But looking back, I can see my youthful interest was 
not in the woods at all, but in the cabin. Not that I actively sought 
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or even understood solitude. I didn’t, but clearly, as a closeted gay 
teen, I knew the desire to be hidden.

I never worked fire lines, though my father, making ends meet, 
did. Rather, I had a college work-comp job that was completely 
suburban — park maintenance and giving parking warnings at 
a popular summer reservoir. Intentionally placed there by the 
college to give me the most realistic picture of what I would be 
doing after graduation, it was dull. And authoritarian. And nothing 
like I imagined my life kindly helping kind people in the forest 
would be like.

This job also put forty miles between me and my college, giving 
me better access to a small city with a gay bar and porno shops 
where I could at least visualize some unruly erotic future I did 
not, at the time, understand how to have. More importantly, there 
were a few bookstores where I could browse without bumping 
into anyone I would know and where I bought Armistead Maupin 
novels that, of course, pointed to a very different social and urban 
life than where forestry would take me.

I can’t recall exactly how I changed my major, just one morning 
feeling incredibly relaxed when I decided I would be better off 
studying English.

G

If you are a writer, you may be more familiar with the MacDowell 
Colony rather than the composer, Edward MacDowell, whose 
summer retreat and farm it was. In his lifetime, MacDowell was 
the foremost American composer, though the modernist revo-
lution that we associate with Stravinsky and Schoenberg would, 
within the decade after his death, make his music seem somewhat 
quaint and distant. It’s rare to hear his music live today. Orchestras 

are more likely to perform Ives or Copeland, music that rings 
livelier in our busy ears. 

But there is that romantic beauty of his — a lush world of 
Euro-American destiny, unquestioned, as the music just spools 
out. I asked the pianist and composer Aaron Otheim to consider 
MacDowell’s parlor music, a form that has mostly disappeared, 
and to reimagine these sentimental (and, at times, racist and sexist) 
tunes into something that would reflect our own age of climate 
anxiety, an age of endless fire.

The score you see in the book is from Woodland Sketches, a 
set of ten songs, including his most popular, “To a Wild Rose.” 
What you hear in Otheim’s music is an attempt at playing these 
burned scores — recorded through multiple microphones placed 
throughout the studio, physical manipulations to the piano, and 
electronic alterations and layering in post-production. What you 
read in that section of the book are my own riffs on MacDowell’s 
songs and my own attempt to place them into a diminishing envi-
ronment, removing any stench of manifest destiny.

G

This unraveling — of music, of language. 
A derangement. 

In the last few years, I find myself worrying nearly every day 
about some aspect of the climate catastrophe, a worry that I sup-
pose could manifest into some form of true psychosis, given the 
almost ridiculous focus on my own single organism in the face 
of planet-wide ecological collapse. I was recently at a party and 
had cornered someone who recently graduated college with my 
concerns about ocean acidification, or Florida being underwater, 
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AUDIO

To download a recording of the music by Aaron Otheim and of 
Knox Gardner reading from this book, please visit our website, 
www.entreriosbooks.com/audio. Select this title and enter the 
password:

 
F i R E W A L L 

Recorded at Jack Straw Cultural Center 
Seattle, Washington

August 10 & 14, 2018 
January 3, 2019

Recording Engineer: Daniel Guenther
 

Additional audio manipulation by Aaron Otheim  
at his home studio in Los Angeles, California.

Knox Gardner
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